Objectives

Low Performance

At or Below Average

At or Above
Average

Exemplary
Performance

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
LEARNING:
Thorough
knowledge of
target questions
on Nigeria / Kenya

0-49 points
50-59 points
Presentation
Presentation shows
shows little to no some learning.
learning

60-69 points
Presentation
shows much
learning and
understanding of
Nigeria/Kenya

70 points
Presentation shows
a great
understanding of
Nigeria/Kenya and
demonstrates
learning beyond
what was expected.

WRITTEN PRESENTATION
APPLICATION
OF LEARNING:
Met the minimum
requirements for
presentation: at
least 10 slides to
answer all
required areas,
slides average 10
words or less, 4
pictures (not
clipart) and/or
hyperlinks and/or
imbedded media
Information is well
organized and any
words are spelled
correctly.

0-9 points
Didn't have near
enough slides;
very wordy; less
than 4 pictures or
other media (not
clipart); no
hyperlinks

0-1 points
Information
makes no sense
together and
many words are
misspelled
0 points
Cited or
hyperlinked works Did not site or
hyperlink works

10-14 points Had
nearly adequate
number of slides,
some pictures or
other media (not
clipart), most slides
average to 10 words
or less; a few
hyperlinks

15-19 points
Had adequate
number of slides,
used a variety of
pictures or other
media (not
clipart); kept
words to
minimum; several
hyperlinks

20 points
Exceeded
adequate number
of quality slides, 6
or more quality
visuals or
streaming media or
voiceovers;
excellent use of
hyperlinks

2-3 points
Information makes
sense together, but
there is a misspelled
word occasionally

4 points
Information is well
organized and no
more than 2
misspelled words.

5 points
Information is very
well organized and
there are no
misspelled words.

1-2 points
Cited or hyperlinked
some works, but not
others

3-4 points
Cited or
hyperlinked most
works.

5 points
Cited or
hyperlinked all
works.

ORAL PRESENTATION
ORAL
0 points
PRESENTATION Didn't know much
beyond what was
on the slide. Not
able to answer
any reasonable
questions about
Nigeria / Kenya.

1-2 points
Was able to
elaborate some on
Nigeria / Kenya
and answer some
reasonable
questions.

3-9 points
Was able to
elaborate on
Nigeria / Kenya
and extend
beyond what was
on their slides,
and able to
answer most
reasonable
questions

10 points
Majority of the
presentation was
elaboration
on Nigeria / Kenya
and student was
able to answer
questions and
elaborate further
than expected.

Score:

Earned
Points

